ABSTRACT

Introduction: The unique anatomy of the upper cervical spine in conjunction with its supportive role in the axial stabilization and rotatory function of the head increases the surgical risk and associated complications for corrective surgeries performed in this spinal region. C1-C2 posterior fixation is indicated in the occurrence of instability at the craniocervical junction; and it can be performed by specific surgical techniques, such as the Harms and Magerl techniques. In this technical note, the authors present a simplified modification of the Harms technique that increases the accuracy of screw placement in the lateral mass of the C1 vertebra and in the pedicle of the C2 vertebra. This modification provides a secure path for screw placement by obtaining fluoroscopic images of K-wires inserted in the lateral masses of C1 and the pedicles of C2 as in the original technique. According to this technique, a pin driver is used to guide a K-wire through the initially marked entry point to the lateral mass of C1. After fluoroscopic confirmation of the optimal position of the guide wire, a cannulated hand drill is placed over the guidewire. A pilot hole is drilled in the same trajectory for the screw placement under fluoroscopic control. Then the guidewire and the hand drill are removed and an appropriately sized 3.5 mm polyaxial screw is placed with a hand drill under confirmation of the correct position with anteroposterior and lateral fluoroscopy. The same procedure is followed for the placement of the C2 pedicle screws. Then, a small rod is placed and secured within the polyaxial screw heads of the C1 and C2 screws bilaterally. Decortication of the spinous processes of the involved vertebrae and the occiput is the final step before closure of the fascia, cervical muscle layer, subcutaneous tissue, and skin.
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INTRODUCTION

Atlantoaxial posterior fixation has always been a great challenge for spine surgeons because of the unique and important anatomical structures of the upper cervical spine. The vertebral artery’s third segment, as well as the presence of other elements, such as the venous cervical plexus, cervical nerve roots, the atlantooccipital membrane, and the dura in addition to the risk of failure related to the fixation makes every surgical manipulation critical for an optimal radiographic and clinical outcome.1-6 Indications for C1-C2 posterior fixation include instability caused by degenerative diseases and infections, as well as trauma, tumors, congenital malformations, and odontoid fracture.6,7 Several C1-C2 posterior fixation surgical techniques and their modifications are frequently applied.8-21 One of the most popularized surgical fixation techniques of the C1 lateral mass and the C2 pedicle with screws and rods is referred to in the literature as the Harms technique.31 Although this technique is associated with increased surgical time, length of hospitalization, blood loss, and costs of instrumentation, it incurs a lower rate of complications, such as vertebral artery trauma and broken screws.7 The anatomical exposure and the biomechanical setting of this technique provide the availability for additional intraoperative fixation maneuvers compared with other fixation methods, such as Magerl’s technique, which is positively reflected in the final radiological and clinical outcome.6,7 Our goal is to present a technical modification of the Harms technique that contributes significantly to accurate screw placement especially in the lateral mass of the C1 vertebra and less in the pedicles of the C2 vertebra.

CASE REPORT

A 93-year-old man presented with 2 weeks of neck pain. He had a history of type II odontoid fracture after a fall 3 months before his admission to the emergency department at our hospital. Computed tomography scan of his cervical spine demonstrated a type II odontoid fracture that had some well-corticated edges as well as bilateral laminar fractures of the posterior arch of C1 (Figs 1 and 2). A modification of the Harms technique was used to stabilize the atlantoaxial region of his cervical spine.
SURGICAL TECHNIQUE

After prone positioning of the patient and fixation of the patient’s head in slight flexion, a midline incision is made dorsally to the neck from the occipital area to the spinous process of C2. Cervical muscles are bilaterally detached from the spinous processes with the use of monopolar cautery proceeding downward on the surface of the laminas. Skin and subcutaneous retractors are then replaced by cerebellar retractors after the facets are exposed. The C2 nerve root in the facet area between the C1 and C2 vertebrae is exposed and carefully retracted in a caudal direction.

The medial borders of the C1 lateral mass and the C1-C2 facet are then palpated with the use of a Penfield dissector number 4. The entry point to the lateral mass of C1 is determined and marked. Under anteroposterior and lateral fluoroscopy, a pin driver is used to guide a K-wire through the marked entry point with a direction of 10° medially and 10° cephalad (Fig. 3). After fluoroscopic confirmation of the optimal position of the guide wire, a cannulated hand drill is placed over the guide wire. A pilot hole is drilled in the same trajectory for the screw placement under fluoroscopic control (Figs 4 and 5). Then the guide wire and hand drill are removed. The created hole is palpated with a Murphy probe. After confirmation of consistency in the inner bone wall toward all aspects...
of the created hole, an appropriate sized 3.5 mm polyaxial screw is placed with a hand drill under confirmation of the correct position with anteroposterior and lateral fluoroscopy (Fig. 6).

The next step involves placement of the C2 pedicle screw insertion (Figs 7 and 8). The entry point is marked approximately 3 mm superior to the C2-C3 facet joint and approximately 1 mm lateral to the midline. A Penfield dissector number 4 is used to palpate the lateral aspect of the C2 pars interarticularis as well as the medial portion of the C2 pedicle on the same side to estimate the trajectory of the screw placement. After defining the entry point, a pin driver is used to drive a guidewire in the optimal trajectory under anteroposterior and lateral fluoroscopic control. The same procedure as in lateral mass screw placement is then followed. A small rod is placed and secured within the polyaxial screw heads of the C1 and C2 screws bilaterally. Decortication of the spinous processes of the involved vertebrae and the occiput with a high speed drill is the final step before closure of the fascia, cervical muscle layer, subcutaneous tissue, and skin. The procedure was performed under intraoperative neuromonitoring.

DISCUSSION

C1-C2 fixation can be achieved through anterior, posterior, and bilateral techniques. According to Jacobson et al., posterior fixation techniques can be divided further to include the dorsal wiring technique, the transarticular atlantoaxial arthrodesis initiated by Magerl, the polyaxial screw and rod fixation invented by Harms, and finally the C2 translaminar constructs. Harms technique has been biomechanically tested in comparison to wiring arthrodesis methods and proved to be superior for flexion, extension, and rotation at the cervical level. Also, comparison with Magerl’s technique has shown similar biomechanical characteristics for both stabilization methods. Posterior element integrity is not a necessity for this technique as it can be applied in fractures of the laminae. In addition, the provided biomechanical construction sustained by polyaxial screws and rods allows for corrective intraoperative surgical manipulations to the occipitocervical junction. Rotatory subluxation is another pathological entity in which Harms technique contributes significantly because it does not affect the facets.

Complications regarding this technique are relatively low in comparison to other stabilization techniques. The mean incidence of vertebral artery injury is lower with this method than that with Magerl’s technique. Screw malpositioning, compression of the vertebral artery, and sensory deficit due to C2 nerve root injury or dissection are the most commonly reported complications associated with Harms technique. The C2 nerve root is not routinely dissected and ligated because this could lead to sensory deficit and risk for postoperative neuralgias, as confirmed by other studies in the literature. The only indication for ligation is to control blood loss from the venous plexus, which is closely located to the C2 nerve root. Our modification seems to work efficiently, especially for the placement of screws in C1 vertebra, minimizing the risk for vertebral artery injury. The use of the K-wires prior to the insertion of the screws under anteroposterior and lateral fluoroscopy ensures the placement of the screws in their optimal position (Figs 9A to C). One potential issue for the surgeon is the migration of the K-wires through the anterior cortex of the vertebral body. This can be avoided by step-by-step fluoroscopic confirmation of the K-wires’ position.
Current literature demonstrates that there are several evolving intraoperative modalities for guidance during spine procedures that could significantly improve accuracy in screw placement and reduce operative time and patient exposure to radiation. Although their overall contribution is substantial, there is skepticism about their use in the upper cervical spine because of the limited operative field and the importance of the anatomical structures in this area.

CONCLUSION

The described modification of the Harms technique with the use of K-wires for guidance contributes significantly to the accuracy of screw placement especially in C1 vertebra and diminishes the risk for a vascular injury. Additionally, it can be utilized in every operation room as only fluoroscopic control is required and there is no increase in operative time or radiation exposure.
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